
PROCEDURE FOR NEW MEMBERS TO OBTAIN AN OHGC HANDICAP

A new member of OHGC (or one without an established 18-hole handicap) will be assigned a

provisional handicap by the OHGC Handicap Chairman by choosing one of these two options:

1) Submit separate scorecards for three (3, and only 3) full rounds, 18 holes each, at OHCC,

with at least one other player as witness. In order for the scorecard to be used for

handicap eligibility, the scorecard for each round must include the following: each

player’s last name with first name or initials, date, and signatures of ALL players in the

round. The three cards are to be placed together in the box marked “Handicaps” by the

Casa door. Alternatively, a player may play in the weekly competitions (Monday,

Tuesday, or Wednesday) as a standby player (if open spots are available) while

establishing their handicap, and their score (which must be recorded on a separate

scorecard, attested as above) may be used for any of their 3 required rounds, but they

will not be eligible to compete for prizes in that tournament. If no “Handicaps” box is

available during Casa construction, cards should be placed in the mail tube at the home

of the Handicap Chair, 6040 Dassia Way.

2) A person with a current USGA (GHIN) index may choose to have it converted into a

provisional OHGC handicap. Contact via email the handicap chairperson shown below

to be assigned a handicap by this process.

Once an OHGC member is notified by the Handicap Chairman that they have been assigned a

provisional OHGC handicap, they are eligible to compete in all OHGC tournaments. They will

play in tournaments with their provisional handicap until they have completed 6 postable 18-

hole rounds in tournament play, after which their handicap will be adjusted weekly according

to OHGC practice.

Current Handicap Chairman is

JERRY MOSKOVITZ (jerrymosk@cox.net)


